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Billions Could Be Injured or Killed By the Jab: Are
You Ready? – Dr. David Martin
Will you be one to show remorse to those who wished for your death?
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Man in America interviews Dr. David Martin in a staggering interview that forecasts what’s to come. “Their own
estimate was a 10% reduction in the world population. The tragedy is I think the number is higher.”
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42 COMMENTS

Petra  6 days ago

It won’t be so much the dead who will need our help. It will be those who get injured, because of the
jabs.

Helping them is what we must prepare ourselves for, since this task will likely be huge.

29  Reply

Sean Fitzpatrick  5 days ago

 Reply to  

There is also the concern of the nanotech/transhumanism aspect. We see these synthetic systems
being built in peoples bodies, they now have their own Bluetooth signals and according to the WEF
“Covid 19 will be remembered when we accepted mass surveillance under the skin”, “humans are

now hackable”, “Free will that’s over” -Yuval Harari. So those who survive this assimilation process
what will become of them? Will they be controllable are they already? Looks like a possible bdy
snatchers/they live type scenario forming crazy days were living in.

8  Reply

S&S  4 days ago

 Reply to  

With synthetic systems coming to light for me I could and would assume that the person no
longer has any free will, And with that said they would become assets/property of the companies

that have transformed them leaving them with no rights at all. I have recently read that any fluid
transfer from these people would transfer to the unvaxed.

1  Reply

Al Ogilvy  4 days ago

 Reply to  

it’s how we’ll be happy about owning nothing. Unless that’s Elon’s neuralink’s job lol

2  Reply

Victor Ferrentino  4 days ago

 Reply to  

U DONT GET IT.. THE AMOUNT OF DEAD WE WILL HAVE WILL COLLAPSE THE
SYSTEM EVEN IF THEY GLOBALISTS DONE ACCOMPLISH THAT BEFORE HAND..

Oldest 

Petra

Sean Fitzpatrick

Sean Fitzpatrick

Sean Fitzpatrick



ITS OVER. WE NEED TO START PARALLEL ECONOMIES.. AND FOOD SOURCES..
AND START NOW BEFORE IT ALL GOES TO HELL IN A HANDBASKET.. GET OUR

OWN LAND. ARE OWN SHERIFFS. HOSPITALS. EVERYTHING TO GET OUT OF THIS
SYSTEM BEFORE THEY PULL THE RUG.. MEANING THE DIGITAL ENSLAVEMENT

CURRENCY. THEY ARE GOING TO COLLAPSE THE FOOD. ENERGY.. AND DOLLAR
AT THE SAME TIME. SO TRY AND FORCE US INTO THIS.. WE NEED TO RESIST OR
ETERNALLY BE SLAVES TO AI. AND ONTOPO IOFT HAT POUR KIDS AND

GRANDKIDS WILL ALL BE SLAVES TO THESE ELITES .. IN A SYSTEM HITLER
DREAMED ABOUT IS NOW POSSIBLE WITH HITLERS FINANCIARS SON. KLAUS

SCHWAB.

17  Reply

John  19 hours ago

 Reply to  

Oh yeah, there are some of us who get it and your comments are appreciated. It won’t be a
cry in the woods, SADS/young people dropping dead on football/soccer pitches, otherwise

very healthy 14 year olds with swollen hearts – the chaos will be bad, have a plan to survive
Bartertown!

0  Reply

Utha  5 days ago

 Reply to  

What do you mean by injured? If it’s something that disables them, and we can’t trust doctors or
nurses, how could we help them? Do you have any theories why some of those that convulse start
reaching for the air before collapsing? I’m thinking that it could be electrical signals.

3  Reply

S&S  5 days ago

 Reply to  

I’ve watched what you stated {Start reaching for the air before collapsing} and I also was
thinking electrical. I watched allot of those clips again and I’ve came to the mindset that they

were seeing something. What they were reaching for and seeing I have no idea but something
was definitely there.

4  Reply

James Dietrich III  19 hours ago

 Reply to  

Show the vaxd the rubbery blood clots. Proof positive this is an attack. Tell them we need

Nuremberg 2.0 to get the antidote out of these criminals. You know they have one.

Victor Ferrentino

Petra

Utha

Petra



1  Reply

Scott Wheat  5 days ago

I want their ass, Dr. Martin. They took two people I love. One with the virus and one with the poison
death shot x3.

23  Reply

Mack  1 day ago

 Reply to  

Same, my sister and mother both gone in 2022 .

5  Reply

Moderate me  1 day ago

 Reply to  

Sorry for your losses

Godspeed

3  Reply

Moderate me  1 day ago

 Reply to  

Sorry for that truly.. I’ve been lucky haven’t lost anyone to the jab but my gma who has always
been healthy got stage 4 cancer out of nowhere after the jab and it doesn’t look good.. anyone who’s

dealt with cancer knows what I mean.. you literally watch someone slowly disappear it’s so sad.. My
father who’s also a healthy retiree he fishes hunts does outdoor stuff all the time doesn’t drink or

smoke and Now has serious heart issues after the jab.. These evildoers know what they did and they
most pay the price..

Godspeed.!!!!!!

2  Reply

Lew  5 days ago

Sorry…..I am not forgiving these monsters. NO AMNESTY!!!

23  Reply

mona  4 days ago

 Reply to  

Scott Wheat

Mack

Scott Wheat

Lew



Yeshua’s heart broke as He hung on the cross, taking all of this with Him.
Father, forgive them for they know not what they do…this is what picking up your cross &

following Him is.
forgive to receive forgiveness. it aint easy but it’s what we do. they have their reward…

4  Reply

Madcows  1 day ago

 Reply to  

Some in the Church say that the sinner must ask for forgiveness. That there is acknowledgement
of sins and repentance. That we are not to just give it unconditionally. This is known as the
Office of the Keys.

Justice is also separate from forgiveness.

There must be justice for the crimes committed.

0  Reply

Lew  5 days ago

Seth:

Excellent interview. Finally an interviewer who lets his guest talk.

8  Reply

Kilr  5 days ago

BULLCRAP! Printing and distributing PAP like this does nothing but motivate the small brained fools
who actually believe this psychobabble. If they don’t want to take the jab…………..DON’T TAKE IT.
If you get sick and die it will be your OWN doing.

-48  Reply

Susan  4 days ago

 Reply to  

Yes, because the actual people with the poison in the veins are going to be just fine. Lol. You know

Covid is nothing but a light flu, the jab however, has no benefit, only risk. You can have all my
shots. Enjoy. (I love these ostriches with their head in sand, they are so entertaining.)

19  Reply

Katherine L Farias  4 days ago

 Reply to  

mona

Kilr

Kilr



You poor brainwashed fool

18  Reply

bushidobrown  18 hours ago

 Reply to  

They got him..

0  Reply

WilliamDonovanParker  5 days ago

Very likely. But Republicans already have that information and have been too gutless to use it. The
question is why, and the answer is obvious.

9  Reply

pfwag  5 days ago

The medical system is one of the most jabed and boosted groups in society and the death and
incapacitation rate will be high. Also, if the seriously injured and impaired will need intensive care, it
will take many more people to do that.

7  Reply

Katherine L Farias  4 days ago

unless we have our own cows, what else can we do

1  Reply

CROZ  4 days ago

What happens when morticians die off? You learn to drive a backhoe, if you can find a gas station
with diesel.

1  Reply

Dorothy Gorska-Tyas  3 days ago

Thank-you so very much §avvy gentlemen for this ineff°ably søbering MAJØR ŞTĮNGER of a
ZĮNGER anð then §ome. . . Pheww❗❗❗

1  Reply

Nuremburg2.0 3 days ago

Kilr



Nuremburg2.0  3 days ago

Just doing my own research I had 600mil as the bottom number and that’s not counting miscarriages,
sterility caused by the vax etc etc.

That your number is higher doesn’t surprise me, sadly.

2  Reply

251omega  3 days ago

My Dad fought in WWII, and I asked him, “What happened in WWII?”. I think I finally understand
what my Dad meant when he told me,”The Germans LOST the War, but the Nazis WON.”

2  Reply

Caterina  1 day ago

We must started demanding autopsies of these SADS victims, NOW! Jabs are the culprit. We must
compile the data before the Deep State tries to lock us down again.

1  Reply

Survival_Jane  23 hours ago

 Reply to  

Watch the undertaker interviewed on the documentary Died Suddenly. And watch what he pulled out

of the veins and arteries of the vaxxed. Scary stuff!

0  Reply

Atlas Shrugged  1 day ago

I will feel no remorse for the deaths of the fakecine fascists – the innocents who didn’t know better or
were forced to get the clotshot for whatever reason do have my sympathy though.

The real problem though is going to be those of us who survive as, depending on the fatality level, we
could very well lose enough people that essential services could start shutting down and collapsing.

If enough people who work at the power or water company die from the fakecine then we’re f-d.

Same thing with people who produce food or move food or sell it.

And just imagine what’s going to happen in all of those blue cities where the entire police department
got the beastly jab – you think things are bad now – the whole city will be burned and looted after all
of the cops die.

Caterina



1  Reply

Roland B  1 day ago

Get ready for the calling of the world’s population by the globalists and eugenesists…! Long-term
covered will almost certainly mean death unnecessary…!

1  Reply

CBlane  1 day ago

so much for the fertilizer shortage

0  Reply

Bob  1 day ago

I live in central Minnesota, I didn’t take the jab I thought it would be foolish to do so. I’m 63 and I had
a very mild case of covid. I’m just wondering if we’re going to lose 10% of the population to the
experimental jab how come I don’t know a single person who’s died from it,? Just sayin and
wondering…..

1  Reply

Mike  1 day ago

 Reply to  

If you do not personally know of anyone that has died in the past two years you are lucky. One thing

though, my ex sister in law is a good case. She was boosted seven days prior to her passing away in
the passenger seat of my ex’s Jeep. Family vacation, all the kids, a week in Florida in a condo. She
was fine all week with all of the kids and what not. Her and my ex went to leave, she got into the

Jeep, said she felt dizzy and that was it. She was gone that quick. The ER doctor found her lungs
were two bricks of clots, and specifically blamed the recent jab. There was no autopsy. The death

certificate read “Heart Failure”. Seems to be a lot of this, no autopsy and and a cause of death that
does not fit the actual circumstances.

0  Reply

Madcows  1 day ago

 Reply to  

The death rate of the working age population is about 3,300 per 100k (about 3.3%). After the jabs,

it has risen to about 4.6%. If you know 100 people, then about 4 or 5 may have died… on average.
It’s increased from about 3 per 100 to 4 per 100. That isn’t terribly noticeable.

Bob

Bob



I’m aware of 1 person who took the jab and had cancer come raging back. Gone shortly after
diagnosis.

However, this is just year one of the Long-Cull. I don’t think most were going to die in the
immediacy after the shot, but that their lives will be significantly shortened. This will take a

generation or two to know the full scope, which will allow for the fertility impacts to be seen.

1  Reply

Mike  23 hours ago

 Reply to  

My body count is at 16, mostly Canadian, within a day or week of the first round. My SIL was
jabbed in TN. I know of five that were killed in the hospital due to the Fauci protocols. They

could not see a doctor due to everything being shut down, so they locked themselves in the
house and attempted to treat themselves until they were all hauled off to the hospital. All five

died within days of each other. I used to be a surgical nurse, I know a little bit, these folks were
murdered.

Today, we have two very close family friends, both are double jabbed, both are suddenly having

weight loss issues and now vascular issues. Neither of these women have any history of this in
their families. They were both jabbed around the same time frame, not at the same place, just

time frame. Just told one of the daughters is now sick with covid, she is triple jabbed. I do not
believe it to be covid, I think her immune system has been trashed, call it HIV/AIDS.

With what I am hearing, I have three funerals in my future.

I have been in trucking and the oil and gas industry since leaving nursing, I know a lot of folks.

0  Reply

Daniel  1 day ago

I would say kill. Gates wouldn’t have it any other way. Just ask him. People thought he was joking just
like people thought Biden was joking when he said he’d steal the Presidency. Funny now
EVERYONE’s forgotten about that.

3  Reply

Auntie Vaxina  1 day ago

Yep, I’m ready to help the injured and invested heavily in ‘death care’ industry companies to insure
the dead have a sold path to rest in peace.

0  Reply

Breathial  22 hours ago

Madcows



In times of hardship, will you be one to show remorse to those who wished for your death?

In a word, “NO.” That they wished harm or death on me, I don’t care about. That they’re STILL trying
to harm or kill my kids, is unforgiveable. No mercy will be given to such people, let them rot where
they fall.

And you’ll be a lesson to my kids, what happens to such people.

0  Reply

WhiteBluecollarRedneck  20 hours ago

That was their plan all along. If you don’t like omelettes, get rid of the eggs.

1  Reply

Treavor  3 hours ago

Dear Big Pharma $$$$, What can I take to protect me from a Deadly government that answers to you?

0  Reply
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